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It Wasn’t Me 
 
This is your executive presbyter, Jeff Japinga, speaking. The real Jeff Japinga, not some scammer 
using my name who, a few weeks ago, dropped an email in some of your inboxes. I am not 
stranded in Seoul or the northwoods, and I don’t need you to buy me or the Presbytery gift cards 
from Amazon or the local store and send them along. That email was not from me; delete, 
delete, delete.  
 
Okay, so that’s not the most profound paragraph you’ve ever read in Jottings. But it might be 
the most straightforward. And I hope you will both heed it and pass this along to your church 
offices and membership. 
 
Both the Presbytery and at least four PTCA congregations have dealt in recent weeks with fake 
emails being sent under the name of their pastors or staff people. It’s a plague upon our 
internet-linked houses, and one not easily prevented. Scammers and spoofers are using ever 
more sophisticated ways to get your email address and then try to trick you into thinking their 
unsolicited junk messages are worth your time, or worse, to deliver viruses or other computer 
malware. So how to tell if something that looks legit isn’t? Here’s what those in the know tell 
me: 
 
If It Ends Up In Your Spam Folder 
I know; occasionally a legit email ends up in the spam folder. But not often. Deal with the rare 
misdirected email if you need to; but if it’s in the spam folder, it’s probably there for a reason.  
 
The Name is Legit but the Email Address is Odd 
Don’t just look at the sender’s name; look at the address. The email some of you received from 
me looked like this: From: Rev. Jeff Japinga <me3321117@gmail.com>. That’s called spoofing. 
Every email from me will come from Jeffrey Japinga <ep@ptcaweb.org>. If you see a long 
string of numbers in front of the @ sign or the name of a free email service before the .com (or 
any other domain), you need to question the legitimacy of the email. 
 
Look at the Content 
Here’s what one of “my” emails said: How's is Seoul, I really need your help,  is there any store 
you can help me purchase Amazon Giftcards for me I am So tied up here! In another, I was 
stranded in the northwoods and urgently needed Google Play cards. Red flags!! I’m not perfect, 
but multiple grammatical and spelling errors within the body of an email are good signs that it’s 
fake. So is a message that says you need to do something right away or within a certain number 



of hours, or one that simply doesn’t ring true. Also, don’t click on links, especially when you 
have even the very smallest amount of doubt.  
 
Look at the Greeting 
If there is no personal greeting or something very general in an initial email, think hard before 
you respond. Then don’t. 
 
It Asks for Personal Information 
If you get an email that asks you for any personal information, no matter how legitimate it 
might seem, delete it right away. Personal information is only meant to be entered in secure, 
encrypted forms. 
 
Apparently churches are being increasingly and specifically targeted for scams and spoofs these 
days. Please be on the alert. And always, always, if you are not sure if the email is from me or 
from the Presbytery, just ask (and not by replying to the email, but by sending a separate email 
to me at ep@ptcaweb.org or to office@ptcaweb.org). Oh, and feel free to use these reflections 
in your congregations in any way you see fit. 


